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Is it because my skin is white, not brown?

The girl on the bed doesn't like me.
But I feel bored again under this bed.

I escaped the horrible prison boat.
This is the closest name around.

But their skin is all dark...
She must think that

...my green eyes under her bed

The girl screams when she

1
I'm not... Which...
Sound and act different.

Even though I look different...
I'm a ghost compared to her.

Different skin colour
Oh, great! I whispered to myself.

Monopoly

There was a scream!
Are we? Were we? My home town isn't a very lonely place. I have discovered that there are Londoners in a very lonely town.

But we're both human.
I stepped out and she!

I couldn't care less.
SMILE. Then she hugged me out.

SMILE. They're best friends.
They're best friends.
The year before was such a good year.
Good good friends.

SCREAMED, stepped back. And
Now,

If only that was real.